
WALLCOVERING HANGING INSTRUCTIONS 
for NON-WOVEN

Congratulations on your new Flat Vernacular wallcovering! Our non-woven wallcoverings offer a softer, more refined 
look and feel than traditional papers and are superior in strength. The added strength resists accidental tears 
during installation and makes removal easier when it’s time to redecorate. Unlike papers, non-wovens do not sub-
stantially expand during pasting, allowing the installer the option of either pasting the wall, or pasting the paper. 

* DO NOT CUT THIS MATERIAL UNTIL YOU HAVE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS *

INSPECTION

Though your wallcovering has been thoroughly inspected, it is 
important to examine your wallcovering for proper color before 
cutting and hanging. Ensure that all rolls have the same item 
& run number and are in good condition. Avoid any creasing 
during handling and installation. Avoid any high moisture areas 
or prolonged direct exposure to sunlight. Any issues must be 
brought to our attention within 10 days of delivery. Do not cut or 
use any portion of your order  in any way if you notice an issue. 

SURFACE PREPARATION

For best results, clean and properly prepare all wall surfaces. 
Old wallcovering and paste residue should be removed. 
Walls must be clean, dry and smooth.
Prepare surface with a premixed universal wallcovering primer. 
The primer should be tinted to the same color as the back-
ground color of your wallcovering to help hide seams. We 
recommend Draw Tite or Zinsser Shieldz primers.

Install (3) strips, stop and inspect the installation. If the installa-
tion is not satisfactory by the customer, stop hanging and call 
your retailer for assistance. In the event of any issue, please 
quote the item & run number that is identified on the roll label. 

ADHESIVE

Use a clear, non-staining, Heavy Duty premixed adhesive. DO 
NOT dilute. Additional moisture can cause delamination of the 
surface paper from the backing. 
We recommend Gardner Gibson Dynamite 234.

CAUTION: A light weight or thinned adhesive will absorb into 
the product and could cause discoloration, delamination or 
adhesion failure.

PASTING and HANGING

1. Draw a vertical line from ceiling to floor by using a plumb 
line or straight edge with level. This will be your guide for 
positioning one edge of the first strip.

2. Identify the repeat and pattern match to determine the 
length of the drops you will need, allowing for some lee-
way for adjustments and ceiling and baseboard trimming. 

3. Cut wallcovering strip to fit wall height, allowing a couple 
of extra inches at the top and bottom for trimming. Always 
use a very sharp razor knife and change the blade often to 
avoid any tearing or pulling of the material. This wallcover-
ing is untrimmed, the instructions that follow are for table 
trimming.  Double cutting on the wall is also possible with 
this material.

4. After your panels are cut, follow the trim arrows and cut off 
the selvedge on the sides of the print. Be careful not to cut 
into the print. 

5. This is a “Paste the Wall” or “Paste the Product” item. The 
installer can choose to either paste the wall or paste the back 
of the wallcovering.
• Paste the Wall
Apply paste evenly to the wall, covering an area for one strip 
only. Take your strip directly to the wall. Paste and hang one 
strip at a time.
• Paste the Product (a.k.a.booking)
Carefully apply an even coat of adhesive to the back of the 
wallcovering, working from the center to the edges and 
loosely fold (do not crease) the moistened strip toward the 
middle, pasted sides together, and take directly to the wall.  
Paste and hang one strip at a time.

6. Put the strip into place with a soft bristle smoothing brush. 
Butt seams together, do not overlap. Use your clean dry finger 
tips to lightly set seams. A neoprene seam roller can be 
used to set your seams. Avoid using too much pressure that 
could squeeze paste from the seam onto the surface. Care-
fully smooth out all air pockets and wrinkles. As each strip is 
installed, wipe the surface down thoroughly with clean water 
and a white cloth or sponge to prevent any paste residue 
from drying on the surface. Change the water in your bucket 
often. Wrapping inside and outside corners is recommended.

7. Trim excess material at the floor and ceiling with a straight 
edge and sharp razor knife. Change the blade often to 
achieve a clean cut.

8. Repeat procedure for each subsequent strip.

CLEANING

CAUTION: Wallcovering can be cleaned by gently wiping with a 
clean white damp cloth or sponge or by carefully using the soft 
brush attachment of a vacuum. We highly discourage using any 
cleaning agents. For aggressive stains and marks, work your way 
up from mild soap to degreaser. 
ALWAYS test an inconspicuous spot before cleaning the stain itself. 
Abrasive sponges or pads, such as Scotch-brite pads, should never 
be used.

REMOVAL 

To assist with removal, moisten the face of the non-woven with 
water, using a sprayer or sponge, wait 3-5 minutes, then remove. 
Why would you ever want to? 

Scan for more info!


